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Abstract 
An alternative formal semantics for describing the temporal aspects for the ITU-T spec
ification language SDL is proposed, based on the interval logic Duration Calculus (DC). 
It is shown how DC can be used to give an SDL semantics with a precise treatment of 
temporal phenomena. The semantics allows true concurrency. We show how it can be used 
to address issues such as the verification of temporal properties, process scheduling, and 
the nature of viewed (shared) variables. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the Specification and Description Language SDL (ITU 1988) 
whose main area of application (ITU 1988, Clause 1.1.2), is 'the specification of the be
havior of aspects of real time systems'. For this purpose it is essential to be able to give a 
precise specification of temporal phenomena such as timeouts, bounds on execution time 
and the duration of system states. 

Intuitively, an SDL specification describes a system consisting of blocks that are con
nected to other blocks and the system environment by channels. The blocks contain pro
cesses whose collaboration determines the dynamical behavior of the system. Processes 
perform tasks and communicate by sending signals via 8ignal routes and channels. The 
communication is asynchronous because each process is equipped with an input port, a 
FIFO-queue-like structure in which incoming signals are received and from which the 
signals may be consumed. 

All temporal phenomena are in SDL defined with the help of two concepts: 

1. It is possible to refer to a (conceptual) global system time. 
2. Individual SDL processes may set, reset and react to timeout signals from asynchronous 

timers. 
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The semantics is formally described in terms of the behavior of a number of conceptual 
meta-processes, which exchange messages by synchronous (CSP-style) communication: A 
global Informal Tick Processor, which 'models informally the interval between consecutive 
ticks', a global timer meta-process, which maintains the global system time in response to 
receipt of tick messages from the Informal Tick Processor, and an sdl-process meta-process 
and an input-port meta-process for each concrete SDL process, which may exchange mes
sages with the timer meta-process to query the current global system time. 

With this model, it is not entirely clear where "time passes", apart from within the 
Informal Tick Processor, and the concept of time becomes very woolly. It is not possible 
to reason about (or even just check) many useful temporal properties of systems. For 
example, in a real time system, a common requirement is that the time spent in a certain 
state lies within a given [min, max] interval. This can not be specified in SDL. Timeout 
signals from the timers are placed in the receiving process' input port and may not actually 
be dealt with until after an extra delay, say ~, during which the timer may still be reset. 
All in all, this is not a very satisfactory semantics for the specification of real time systems. 

The deficiencies of SDL with respect to the specification of real time aspects have 
been considered previously by various authors, most recently in (Leue 1995), who voices 
critisism similar to the above, and proposes that real time requirements should be added as 
a supplement to SDL by means of complementary real time temporal logic specifications. 
In (Bergstra & Middelburg 1995) a proposal for a temporal semantics for a subset of 
SDL, using a discrete-time variant of process algebra was presented. Our paper, which 
is based on (Karstensen & M0rk 1995), presents an alternative semantics for SDL, using 
the interval logic Duration Calculus (Zhou 1993), which does not presuppose a discrete 
time domain. The paper is organised as follows: Section 3 gives a short introduction to 
DC. Section 4 considers the semantics of SDL as described by ITU-T. The presentation 
is based on an example which only considers part of SDL, but can easily be extended to 
cover the entire language. Finally, in Section 5 we illustrate how the semantics offers new 
insights into temporal properties of SDL constructs, viewed variables and scheduling. 

2 AN SDL EXAMPLE 

A simple example of an SDL process, which will be used later in the paper, is shown in 
Figure 1. Intuitively, the process Pbuf models a buffer which collects a list of elements (in 
1) until either it is requested to send the list (by Send) or the accumulated size of the 
elements of the list increases to more than 90 elements. Then it sets its timer and sends a 
request for delivering the list. If the request is accepted (by Chan), the list is transmitted, 
otherwise the process timeouts after 5 time units. 

An SDL process can be viewed as an extended finite state machine where a new state 
is reached by execution of a transition. Alternatively, one may say that a process is either 
in a stable phase (while residing in a state) or in an unstable phase (while performing a 
transition). Process Pbuf contains the four states: idle, wait, the initial state, and the 
terminating state. The initial state is denoted by the empty symbol and the terminating 
state by a cross. 

When the system is started, the process leaves its initial state. Thus Pbuf will reach the 
state idle with the variables n and 1 assigned the values 0 and () respectively. 
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idle wait 

idle 

idle 

Figure 1 An SDL process Pbuf· 

A process is only able to consume signals when it leaves a state, and it remains in the 
same state until a signal is being consumed. For instance, in the state idle, Pbuf can 
consume the first signal in the input port - but only if it is either Send or Buf. If another 
signal is first in the input port, it is discarded. 

Suppose Send is consumed in the state idle. Then if n = 0 the process returns to idle, 
otherwise the timer T is set with the value 5, a request signal Req is sent, and wait is 
entered. When the timer T is set with the value 5, a timeout signal is to be inserted in 
the input port 5 time units after. 

If Buf is consumed in idle, on the other hand, then the list carried by this signal is 
assigned to v. The variable n is then updated with the length of the list and the list is 
appended to the value of 1. If the value of n is less than or equal to 90 the process returns 
to idle. Otherwise, wait is reached. 

In the state wait, either the timer signal T or the signal Chan() may be consumed. If 
T is consumed, the signal Err() is sent. Otherwise, Chan() is consumed and the signal 
Trans(l) is sent. Afterwards, the variables nand 1 and the timer are reset. 
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3 SEMANTIC DOMAIN OF SDL 

Our general aim in giving a temporal semantics to SDL is to express the meaning of an 
SDL specification in terms of functions from time to some domain of observables, such as 
the communications which occur on the signal routes and the values of variables. 

In this section we focus on so-called universal properties of these functions, which express 
general rules for how the observables vary with time. In the following sections we gradually 
give predicates which restrict the functions, so that they eventually describe the semantics 
of a concrete SDL specification. 

We assume in the following that a block B, consisting of a set of processes, is given. 

3.1 Communications 

In SDL, one of the observables is the communication which can occur over signal routes 
between processes in B. In this paper, we make the simplifying assumptions that signal 
routes are uni-directional and that there is a one-to-one correspondence between signals 
and signal routes. We refer to S(v), where Sis a signal route and vis a value, as a signal. 
Let Signals be the set of all signals which can occur at the signal routes in B and let 
Signals* be the set of all finite sequences of signals (e 1, e2, ... , en), where n ~ 0. 

When a signal route S is directed from a process Po E B to another process Pi E B, 
then the process Po can send a value which is placed in the input port of Pi· We want to 
model the queue in p;'s input port as a function of time. To this end we will introduce 
the sending trace of a block and the receiving trace of a process and derive the queue from 
these two traces. 

The sending trace TR8 of B and the receiving trace TRp of a process p E B are functions 
of time: 

TRa, TRp : Time --+ Signals* 

where time, 'll'ime, is modelled by the non-negative reals, [0, oo ). The idea is that TR8 ( t) = 
h, when h is the history of signals which have been sent by processes in B until time t. 

Similarly, TRp(t) is the history of signals which p has consumed from its input port up to 
timet. This technique is adapted from (Ravn, Rischel & Hansen 1993), where traces as 
functions of time are used to model synchronous communication. 

The contents of p's input queue at timet can be derived from TR8 and TRp as follows: Let 
(e1, e2, ... , ei, ei+t, ... en) be the sequence of signals obtained from TR8 by deleting signals 
concerning signal routes which does not lead to p. This deletion is called a projection of 
TR8 wrt. the input signal routes Lp of p and is written TR8 ,,p· An initial part of these 
signals, say (e1 , e2 , ... , ei), has already been consumed by p, i.e. TRp(t) = (e 1 , e2 , · · · , e;). 
Thus, the contents of p's input queue at timet, denoted by Qp(t), is (ei+l, · · · , en)· 

We call a finite sequence h1 a prefix of a finite sequence h2 (written h1 :S h2 ) if h1 'h = h2 , 

for some finite sequence h. We have for example that TRp(t) :S TRa,,p(t). 

Duration Calculus: The universal properties will be formalized using Duration Calcu
lus (Zhou, Hoare & Ravn 1991), which is an extension ofinterval Logic (Moszkowski 1986) 
where one can specify properties of real time systems without introducing time and time 
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intervals explicitly. The formulas express properties of state variables which are functions 
of time. The traces TR8 and TRp are examples of state variables. 

Comparison of two state variables gives a state expression, i.e. a two-valued function of 
time. For example: 

TRp j TRB,,p: 1l"ime-+ {0, 1} 

The distinctive feature of Duration Calculus is that the duration of state expressions 
can be expressed using integrals. The duration of P is written I P. A duration is an 
example of a term which denotes an interval function: [I P] : llntv -+ lR mapping an 
interval [a, b] E llntv = {[c, d] I c, dE 1l"ime 1\ c-:; d} to the duration of the presence of the 
state P on the interval [a, b] : [IF] [a, b] = I: P(t)dt. We assume that all state expressions 
denote integrable functions. 

Terms can be combined using the operators of real arithmetic ( +, -, ·, /) to form new 
terms, and they can be compared using the relations(=,>,<, 2:, -:;,#)of real arithmetic 
to form formulas, e.g. 

I(TRp .::5 TRa,,,,) = Il (Ul) 

is a formula expressing that the input trace of p must always be a prefix of the projection 
of B's sending trace wrt. to the input routes of p, since TRp(t) j TR8 ,,p(t) must hold 
throughout the interval of consideration. Note that the term Il denotes the length of the 
interval of consideration. This term is abbreviated to e. 

A formula !jJ denotes a Boolean valued interval function [1/J] : llntv -+ {true, false}. 
Formulas can be combined using the connectives of predicate logic (•, =?, V /\, 3x, ... ) 

and the chop modality(;) of interval logic to form new formulas. The formula ljJ1 ; ljJ2 holds 
on an interval [a, b], if the interval can be divided into two sections [a, m] and [m, b] such 
that I/J1 holds on the first section [a, m] and I/J2 holds on the last section [m, b]. 

The universal property that the sending trace can only be extended as time progresses 
can be formalized using the chop connective. 

(U2) 

where I p l is a shorthand for I p = e 1\ e > 0, which reads: "P holds (almost) everywhere 
on a non-point interval". The formula 01/J reads: "1/J holds on every sub-interval". Further
more 01/J reads: "1/J holds on some sub-interval". These two modalities can be defined using 
chop as follows: 

01/J (true ; !jJ ; true) 
01/J ·(0(·1/J)) 

Formula (U2) allows TR8 to be extended from h1 with more than one signal to h2 . Thus 
several processes in B are allowed to send simultaneously. Hence this model supports true 
concurrency. There is an analogous universal property for the receiving trace TRP. But 
TRp is only allowed to be extended with one signal at a time. The receiving traces of two 
distinct processes may however be extended simultaneously. 
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The traces must be empty initially: 

l = 0 V (rTRp = TRB = () l;true) (U3) 

3.2 A model of timers 

Each SDL process has its own set of timers. A process p can issue commands to start 
and reset a timer T. The SDL command set(T, 5) sets T to 5 (seconds). This will cause a 
timeout signal T to appear in p's input port when 5 seconds have elapsed, unless p resets 
T by issuing a reset(T) command. The set(T, _) and reset(T) commands are modelled 
by special signals setr(-) and resetr which can occur in the sending trace for the block. 
A set command set(T, 5) will be modelled by extending the sending trace with the two 
signals (resetr, setr(5)) since a previous non-elapsed set(T, _) command is now out of 
date. 

Thus, timer signals come in sequences described by the following regular expression: 

Rr ~ (resetr + resetr setr(-) + resetr setr(-) T )* 

Underscore (-) is used to denote an arbitrary time. The part resetr setr(-) T describes 
a full sequence of timer signals where first the timer is reset, then it is set, and finally a 
timeout occurs. The two other parts describe that a timer may be reset at any time. 

The timer signals of T can occur in TR8 just like any other signal; but there are extra 
constraints on these signals. The untimed constraint is, for any timer T: 

(U4) 

where TR8 ,r is the projection of TR8 wrt. the timer signals ofT. 
The real time constraints of T's signals are described using the function last(h) for 

extracting the last signal occurring in a sequence, i.e.: last( (e1 , e2 , ... , en)) = (en) and 
last(()) = (). A signal resetr or T must occur within timet of a setr(t) signal. This 
constraint is stated by expressing that a counter example cannot occur, i.e. it is not 
possible that a signal setr(t) occurs as the last element in TRB,T for more than t seconds: 

~03h · (r TRB,T = h A last(TRB,t) = (setr(t)) l A£> t) (U5) 

A reset or a timeout signal must follow a setr(t) signal within timet by (U4) and (U5). 
Thus, we must demand that at least timet elapses between setr(t) and the corresponding 
timeout signal: 

Vh. 0 (rTRB,T -1 h l; rTRB,T = h "last(h) = (setr(t)) l; fla.st(TRB,t) = (T) l =} e > t) (U6) 

Note that U4, U5, and U6 in a succinct way formalize the relevant properties of timers. 

3.3 Phases and local store 

An SDL process p can, as stated previously, be viewed as an extended state machine. 
The execution of a process p follows the pattern: The process waits in a state until a 
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useful signal appears at the front of the queue of its input port. (Useful signals are signals 
that trigger a transition. We refer to other kinds of signals as useless.) When such a 
signal appears, a transition is executed and a new state is reached. The execution of the 
transition may cause the "local" variables of p to be changed and p may send signals to 
other processes. 

To model this, we introduce a set SstatesP of stable states corresponding to SDL states 
where p waits for useful signals, and another set Tstatesp of transition states corresponding 
to the sequential programs executed by the SDL process p when it changes from one 
(stable) state to the next (stable) state. A process has its own set of variables which can 
only be changed during a transition or when a signal is consumed. A state variable PHp is 
used as "program counter" to record which phase (stable or transition state) the execution 
of p is currently in, and a state variable STp records the current values of p's variables: 

PHp 1fime -+ (Sstatesp U Tstatesp) 
ST P 1fime -+ Store 

where Store is the set of all possible stores, i.e. mappings from variables to values. 
A process p does not output signals when it is in a stable state (U7), and the local store 

cannot change when pis in a stable state (U8): 

\Iss E Sstatesp, h E Signals' ·~orr PHp = ss lA rr TRB,w,, = h l; r TRB,w,, f= h l)) (U7) 
\Iss E Sstatesp, a E Store· ~orr PHp = ss lA rr STp =a l; r ST p f= a l )) (U8) 

where TRB,wp denotes the projection of TRB wrt. the output signal routes Wv of p. 

4 STATE MACHINE BASED SEMANTICS 

This section shows how the semantics for a given process, Pbuf, is described by a formula 
modeling a state machine. The semantics of Pbuf is given by restricting the observables 
PHPbuf' TRB, TRPbuf and STPbuf through its phases. Whenever clear from the context, the 
index indicating to which process the observables belong will be left out. Although the 
presentation is example-based, it can easily be generalized. Finally, we show how the 
semantics for processes are composed to give the semantics for blocks and full systems. 

4.1 Modeling phase transitions 

In the example, the sets of stable and transition states are: Sstates = {idle, wait, stop} and 
Tstates = {start, idle_Buf, idle_Send, wait_Chan, waiLT}. The state variable PH varies over 
these sets. As a shorthand, we will for example write idle for PH=idle. 

I nit ~ f = 0 V r start l; true 
Trans ~ ( r start l ""' r idle l) A ( r idle l ""' r idle_Buf V idle_Send l) 

A ( r idle_Buf l ""' r idle V wait l) A ( r idle..Send l ""' r idle V wait l) 
1\ ( r wait l ""' r wait_Chan V waiLT l) 1\ rr wait_Chan l ""' r idle l) 
1\ (r waiLTl "-' r stop l) 1\ (r stop l "-' r stop l) 

Figure 2 Formulas modelling the semantic state machine. 
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The formulas in Figure 2 describe the possible transitions of PH. The formula Init 
describes that the initial state is start. The formula Trans describes the transitions by 
giving the possible successor states of each state. It uses the operator "-'> defined by: 

which reads 'r/Jl leads to r/>2 ', since r/>2 must hold from the point on where r/>1 "ceases to 
hold" (the formula also holds for intervals where r/> 1 holds either everywhere or nowhere). 

4.2 Basic Semantics of a Process 

Since a process is fully described by the observables TR, TR8 , ST and PH, a model for a 
process can now be given by connecting the behavior of TR, TRs and ST to the behavior 
of PH. For this purpose, it is not enough to restrict TR, TRs and ST by giving formulas 
relating them to S-states and formulas relating them toT-states. We also have to describe 
how their values are passed from stable to transition states and vice versa. 

The principle used is shown in Figure 3, and the formulas relating observables are given 
in Figure 4. Figure 3 illustrates part of a "run" of Pbuf· The run starts in phase start, and 
evolves through phases idle, idle_Buf and wait. The names of the formulas involved are 
indicated above the time line. 

STtrans 
· Start· 

-Uandi--+- -Uandi--

start idle wait 

Figure 3 A process "run" and the extension of the formulas restricting the observables. 

We explain the formulas in Figure 4 by relating them to the run of Figure 3: 

Start: In the initial transition state start, the variables are initialized. The formula Start 
covers this part of the run, and extends into the following S-state (thus "handing 
over" the values of the observables). Nothing is stated about the values of the process 
variables while in start. However, when the state is left, the values of nand l are 0 and 
() respectively ( cf. Figure 1). 

Uandl: The formula Uandl is a shorthand for the conjunction of universal formulas (U7) 
and (U8) and the formula ImplTridle· The universal formulas ensure (among other 
things) that STand TRs,wPbu£ are unchanged inside the idleS-state, i.e. that the process 
will not send any messages, but that new messages may arrive at the input queue. 
The formula ImplTridle restricts the behavior of TR in state idle such that the receive 
trace may change only when the front signal is useless. This restricts the receive trace 
in a "weak" way: while in an S-state, Pbuf must be able to discard useless signals, while 
useful signals can be consumed and trigger a transition. The nature of the receive trace 
ensures that the trace is not extended with more than one signal at a time. Thus, the 
formula allows the process to discard exactly one useless signal at a time. 
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STtrans: This formula takes care of the "passing of values". It expresses that a transition 
from idle to idle_Buf will only take place when the first signal in the input queue is Buf. 
Moreover, for any interval in which PH changes from idle to idle_Buf, the observables 
will change as follows (cf. Figure 1): the new ST will map v to the value carried by the 
signal Buf, the projected sending trace, TRB, onto the outgoing signal routes of the 
process will remain unchanged, while the receiving trace, TR, will be extended with the 
signal that triggered the transition. The fact that this must hold for any interval (no 
matter how small), ensures that these changes take place exactly at the point where 
the phase changes. 

TStrans: This formula relates the values of the observables when state wait is entered, 
to their values at the time idle_Buf was entered. This may be thought of as a pre
post specification, since nothing is said (except for the universal formulas) about the 
behavior of the observables inside idle_Buf. The changes are stated in the same way as 
in the formula STtrans. The formula shows that the timer T is set by extending the 
sending trace with the signal setr(5). 

Start ~ [start l; [idle l; true => [start l; [idle 1\ ST(n) = 0 1\ ST(l) = () l; true 

~ ( [idle 1\ TR = h l; [idle 1\ TR of. h l => ) 
Imp!Tr;dle = Vh. 0 3S rf. {Send,Buf}, v · O[TR = h 1\ hd(Q) = S(v) l 
STtrans ~ 

( [ 
ST =a 1\ 1 ) hd(Q) = Buf(c) 1\ ST =at [v >-+ c] 1\ 

D [idle l; [ idle_Bufl => 3a, h1, h2 · 0 TR = h 1\ ; r TRB,wPbur = h1 1\ l 
B,wPbuf 1 I TR = h2 '(Buf(c)) 

TR = h2 
TStrans ~ 

( 

[ ~idle_Bufl; [ idle_Bufl; [wait l => 3a, h,, h2· 

idle_Buf 1\ 1 
ST =a 1\ 

D [ ~idle_Bufl; TRB,wPbur = h, 1\ ; [ idle_Bufl; 
TR = h2 1\ 

a(n) + la(v)l > 90 

wait 1\ 1 ) [ n >-+ a(n) + ia(v)l, ] 
ST =at l >-+ a(lr(a(v)) 11 ; true 

TRB,wPbuf = h, '(setr(5), Req()) 1\ 

TR = h2 

Figure 4 Some formulas connecting the observables of Pbuf. 

4.3 A generic approach 

So far, semantics have been given as examples. However, as shown in (Karstensen & 
M0rk 1995), it is possible to give semantics by a few general formulas describing properties 
which must be satisfied by any process. As an example, consider the following formula 
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describing transitions from S- toT-states (for the sake of simplicity, timer signals are not 
taken into consideration here): 

'<lp E PROC, (ss, ts) E STtransp· 

( 

rPHp = ssl; rPHp = tsl => 3a,S,v,hl,h2· ) 
O r STp =a/\ signal(ts) = S 1\ l r STp = STvarchgp(ss, ts)(v}(a} 1\ l 

0 hd(Qp) = S(v} 1\ ; TRB,w, = h1 1\ 

TRB,w, = h1 1\ TRp = h2 TRp = h2'(S(v)) 

where the function signal(ts) for any T-state, ts, of p gives the signal that triggers the 
transition. 

The formula states 1) the necessary conditions for a given transition to take place, and 
2) the behavior of the observables during the transition. It uses the set STtransP of p's 
transitions from S- to T-states, and the function STvarchgP : STtransp --+ (Value* --+ 
(Store --+ Store)) which, given an ST-transition of the process and the value carried by 
the signal that triggers the transition, describes how the store of the process changes*. 

STtransp and STvarchgP depend only on static information, and can be "generated" by 
parsing the specification. Other examples of static sets and functions needed in similar 
formulas are: TStransp, the set of transitions from T- to S-states of p, and precondP : 
TStransP --+ (Store--+ {0, 1} ), which given a TS-transition and the store at the beginning 
of the T-state determines whether the transition will take place. 

4.4 Semantics of an entire system 

A complete SDL system consists of blocks of processes. Communication between processes 
in different blocks takes place via channels, and may suffer from a non-deterministic 
delay. The semantics of processes are easily composed to give the semantics of blocks and 
systems. This is due to the way in which local receive traces and global sending traces are 
used to model input queues. 

What connects processes inside the same block is the common sending trace. The pro

jections on incoming and outgoing signal routes in the semantics of processes have been 
constructed in such a way that the semantics will not "collide" when the semantics of 
two or more processes are composed (by conjunction). Thus, the semantics of a block B 
is simply described by the conjunction of the formulas for the processes in that block (all 
sharing the same sending trace TRB)· 

Composing the semantics of blocks to the semantics of a system is slightly more compli
cated. A channel connects a pair of signal routes ~ one in each block ~ and is represented 
by this pair. The following formula states that signals sent via an outgoing signal route 
into one end of a channel, can only appear on the incoming signal route at the other end 
of the channel in the order in which they were sent: 

where Chans denotes the set of channels of the system and where h[St/ S2] for any sequence 

*In the buffer process example, STvarchg must satisfy STvarchgPbuf (idle, idle_Buf}( c) (a} = at [v >-+ c) for 

any store a and any c carried by the Buf-signal, where t denotes "map override". 
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hand any pair of signals S1, S2 denotes the sequence obtained from h by replacing each 
occurrence of S2 by St. 

5 NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE APPROACH 

Not only does the use of DC make it possible to define concepts such as time more 
precisely - it also offers new insights into the semantics of SDL. For example, we can: 
• Reason about temporal properties. 
• Differentiate things which could not be differentiated clearly before. As an example of 

this, we consider the semantics of viewed variables. 
• Discuss matters which it was not possible to discuss before, such as partitioning of SDL 

processes onto real processes (and processors) and scheduling of these processes. 
• Define new useful concepts/constructs, such as a construct to specify an upper bound 

for waiting time in an (SDL) state. 

5.1 Reasoning about temporal properties 

Bounds on execution time: The collection of formulas presented so far describe the 
behavior of the observables of the process as the phase changes. Nothing ensures that 
the process ever leaves the state start. To force the process to change phase, we add the 
formula Prstart, which ensures that the process leaves start within Tstart time-units. The 
extent of the other T-states of the process can be restricted in the same way. 

It is not possible to force the process to make a transition from an S-state, since this 
requires the presence of a useful signal in the input queue. We can, however, ensure the 
eagerness of the process, i.e. that the process will - within a given time limit - either 
discard a useless signal from the front of the input queue, or make a transition if a useful 
signal is in the front of the input queue (when the input queue is empty, no progress can 
be ensured). Formula Prwait ensures eagerness in state wait. 

Prstart ~ D (f start l => i ~ Tstart) 

Prwait ~ 'Vh · D([waitATR = h A Q cp () l => i ~ Twait) 

Figure 5 Some Formulas ensuring Progress of Pbuf· 

To ensure progress delay caused by channels must be given upper bounds. 
The approach of section 4.3 may be followed by letting a "parsing" of an SDL spec

ification generate a function maxtimep : TstatesP -+ (Store -+ 'll'ime) which gives the 
maximum execution time for the SDL transition (i.e. the maximum time spent in the 
T-state). This function may for example be based on fixed maximum execution times for 
the different task constructs of SDL, e.g. 8assign, 8decision, 8output etc. 
An example: The semantic formulas given in Figure 4 and 5 can - together with 
lmplTrwait below- be used to reason about the temporal properties of the buffer process, 
Pbuf· For example, we can show that the process will never stay in state wait for more 
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than 5 + (n + l)Twait time units, under the assumption that Pbuf never receives more than 
n useless signals in a row. 

Im !Tr . c:::o '<lh. D ( f wait!\ TR = h l; f wait!\ TR ,i h l =? ) 
p w"t- 3S \i {T,Chan}, v · <>fhd(Q) = S(v) !\ TR = h l 

The argument for this goes as follows: Let Pbuf enter state wait. According to the formula 
Trans, Pbuf will enter wait via state idle_Buf only. By TStrans, this transition causes a signal 
setr(5) to be sent (a timer is set to 5). The formulas (U4)-(U6) give that the signal Twill 
appear in the queue of Pbuf within 5 time units unless the timer is reset (which cannot 
ha.ppen while Pbuf is in state wait). Thus, if Pbuf stays in wait for more than 5 time units, 
a useful signal will be present in its input queue. 

Then, by ImplTrwait above, Pbuf must either leave state wait or change its input trace 
(i.e. remove a message from the queue). According to Prwait, action must be taken within 
Twait time units. At most n useless signals must be removed from the queue, before a useful 
signal appears at the front of the queue. A transition will then take place within Twait time 
units, by formula Prwait· 

This shows that state wait is left within 5 + (n + l)Twait time units. Essentially, we have 
argued that 'Vh · D(lwait 1\ TRPhur = h 1\ QPhur f= () l => £ < 5 + (n + l)Twait) under the 
above assumption. This argument can be further formalized. 

5.2 Viewed variables 

The SDL definition allows a process to view variables declared as revealed variables within 
another process in the same block. According to the definition, this "allows a process 
instance to see the viewed variable continuously as if it were locally defined." However, if 
we assume that actions within a process take time, then the question arises as to which 
value the viewing process actually sees. Consider for example the case where a process 
P1 views a variable x revealed by process p2. In relation to our state-machine model, two 
uncertainties arise: 

1. Process P2 is in a T-state when P1 views x. Since stores are under-specified during 
T -states, it is not clear which value of x p1 will see. 

2. Process p1 is in aT-state when it views x. Since commands are under-specified during 
T-states, we do not know whether they are executed in strict sequential order or how 
long individual commands take to execute. Thus it is undefined exactly when p1 views 
X. 

Several possible choices can be made in both cases. For example, in the first case we could 
assume that p1 sees an arbitrary value for x, or that the value seen is the value when p2 

enters the T-state, or when p2 leaves the T-state, and so on. While the SDL definition 
does not unambiguously point to any particular choice as being the correct one, we are 
obliged to choose one possibility in order to give a timed semantics to viewed variables. 

The most sensible choices appear to be the most deterministic ones: 

1. p1 sees the value which x has when p2 enters aT-state. 

2. p1 looks up the value of x when it enters aT-state. 
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To formalise these choices, we associate each process p with a map ~P from the revealed 
variables to values, and then to add the formula, for each block B: 

'Vp E B, (ss, ts) E STtransp, a E Store·, 'Vx E dom(Ep)· o( rPHp=ss/\STp=a/\TRp=hl;rPHp=ts/\TRp=h'(S(v))l =?) 
r PHp = ss l; r PHp = ts 1\ Ep(x) =(at STvarchgp(ts, ss)(v)(a))(x) l 

which expresses the idea that when p enters aT-state, the values of its revealed variables 
are fixed. In S-states, the true values of the variables should be visible, which gives the 
further formula: 

'Vp E B, ss E Sstatesp, x E dom(Ep) · D ( r PHp = ss l =? r Ep(x) = STp(x) l ) 

In a similar way, we can formalise the idea that the values viewed when a viewing 
process enters aT-state should be used as long as the process is in that state. 

5.3 Partitioning and Scheduling 

For specifying real time systems, we are interested in expressing ideas such as the maxi
mum execution time for a command or transition. As we have seen in Section 5.1, this is 
comparatively simple if we assume that each process has its own processor, and enforce 
liveness in the sense that transitions which can be performed actually will be performed 
within a certain period of time. 

In the case where there are several processes running on a pool of processors (Zhou, 
Hansen, Ravn & Rischel1992), we can evaluate the processor- time m~eded to complete the 
transition in the same way as before. To calculate the r-eal time needed for the transition, 
however, we also have to know the scheduling algor-ithm. To describe this, we introduce 
two Boolean state variables for each process: ALLOCp(R), which expresses that processor 
R is allocated to process p, and RDYp, expressing that pis able to run, i.e. such that: 

RDYp ~ ::Its E Tstatesp · (PHp = ts V Qp op ()) 

Then ~ROY P expresses the fact that p is unable to make use of any processor, because 
it is waiting for input. For convenience we define for any process p and any processor R: 

RUNp(R) ""' RDYp 1\ ALLOCp(R) 
RNRp ""' RDYp 1\ 'VR E CPU· (~ALLOCp(R)) 

where CPU is the pool of processors. Thus RUNp(R) expresses the fact that process p 
is actually running on processor R, and RNRp the fact that process p is ready but not 
running on any processor. The processor time for process p is then given by: 

In terms of these quantities we can now express the general scheduling requirement that 
there is only one process at a time per processor and vice ver-sa, and the liveness require-
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ment that when there is a process which is ready but not running, then an unallocated 
CPU will be allocated within a time, say E: 

Vp,q E PROC, R,S E CPU· D 

( l > 0 ~ I ((ALLOCp(R) 1\ ALLOCq(S) 1\ (p f- q)) ~ (R f- S)) l) 
I 1\ ((ALLOCp(R) 1\ ALLOCp(S)) ~ (R = S)) 

VR E CPU·~<> (r 3p E PROC · RNRp 1\ Vq E PROC · ~RUNq(R) l 1\ l > •) 

We can then express a concrete scheduling algorithm; for example, that no ready process 
is removed from a CPU, and that when a process is unable to continue on a given processor, 
say R, the process which is greatest (according to some appropriate ordering, =:J) among 
those processes which are ready but not running is scheduled onto R: 

Vp E PROC, R E CPU · ~<> (f RUNp (R) l; r ~ALLOCp (R) l) 
Vp, q, r E PROC, R E CPU· 
~<> ( r ALLOCp(R)l; r ~ALLOCp(R) 1\ RNRq 1\ RNRr 1\ q :::J r l; r ALLOCr(R) 1\ RNRq l 

Given these (or other suitable) scheduling rules, we can use maxtimep to calculate the 
minimum execution time for a transition, i.e. the time in a T -state. This is expressed by 
adding the DC-formula: 

Vp E PROC, (ts, ss) E TStransp, a E Store· 
D ( r ~PHp = ts l; r PHp = ts 1\ STp =a l; r PHp = ts l; r PHp = ss l ~ lp > ma.xtimep(ts)(a)) 

Upper bounds on the processor time it takes to consume/discard a signal can be ex
pressed as in Figure 5 by replacing f. by f.P, while lower bounds must be expressed as in 
(U6). 

6 CONCLUSION 

We have given a predicative, i.e. property oriented, semantics to a subset of SDL using the 
interval logic Duration Calculus with the purpose of expressing temporal properties of SDL 
systems more succinctly than in the original SDL definition from ITU-T (ITU 1988). The 
semantics is given by predicates which restrict the way in which the observables associated 
with SDL processes, blocks and systems vary with time. 

The abstractness of the semantics enables us to express quite new things about SDL 
systems, such as giving upper and lower bounds on execution time and reasoning about 
scheduling. Many temporal properties, e.g. upper and lower bound properties, are actually 
interval properties so other interval logics could have been chosen for this purpose. We 
have seen, however, that the notion of duration is necessary to give abstract scheduling 
specifications. 

On the other hand, for use in implementing an SDL system, an operational seman
tics is often more convenient. Two possibilities here would have been to extend the un
timed CSP /VDM based formal semantics in the ITU-T recommendation by using Timed 
CSP (Reed & Roscoe 1987) or to extend the untimed operational semantics (Godskesen 
1991), which is based on process algebra, to a timed semantics. Alternatively, a semantics 
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could have been given using e.g. Timed Automata or Timed Petri Nets. However, we find 
that operational semantics is not abstract enough for analysing certain properties of SDL 
systems. For example, in connection with scheduling specifications, one has to construct a 
scheduler in the operational semantics rather than just expressing the properties it should 
have, and this would give "low level" reasoning about scheduling and temporal properties. 
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